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Abstract:
Most architectural studies are now trying to adopt new methods to provide solutions to the energy
problem and the inefficiency of our buildings to take advantage of the natural energies available
around us. Especially in the construction sector, which consumes about half the energy of the total
consumption, which necessitated the research to emphasize the use of renewable energies in the
production of energy needed for the operation of buildings and integrated into the architectural design
of the building to be part of it.
The research aims to clarifying the importance of integrating the solar energy systems into buildings
and taking them into account in the initial design stage. To achieve quality in architectural integration
through the architectural functional and structural appearance of the building. And analysis of global
models through the three aspects to emphasize the importance of integrating solar cells in the
building.. Are consider a good material and a suitable chromatic installation, adapts well to the overall
unit, and the visual appearance, which is consistent with the building and which gives good
architectural quality.
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Introduction:
Research on solar cells has evolved a lot in many countries but they lack the solar brightness, which
we do not experience in Syria, so, how can we use solar energy through formations of new suburban
and existing residential structures for these buildings to be Self-sufficient electrical energy.
The use of solar energy for electricity and heating is silent and non-polluting and requires minimal
maintenance. In general, its integration into the building is a real architectural challenge, and the
development of solar systems for energy has to be determined by the desire for energy efficiency and
low cost, while continuing to emphasize architectural features. In fact, these systems can integrated
into the building as a multifunctional element that increases architectural quality as well as providing
free energy. [1]
It is important not to consider solar devices as technical systems that serve the purpose of generating
heat or electricity; instead, they should be consider as elements that make an important contribution to
architectural design. When considered in this way, it can improve the architecture, emphasize it and
distinguish it from the rest. It can express adaptation, transformation or modernity and at the same
time be able to maintain traditional features. In this, way both the building and its owner will have a
positive image of architectural integration. [2]
The significance and objectives of the research:
The importance of research stems from being the beginning to help in solving the energy problem in
Syria. It is a first step towards self-sufficiency in Energy as it is consider one of the methods of
generating power and self-reliance to traditional power sources, thus providing an introducing to the
formulation of an independent future in energy production. Its importance is also reflecting in the fact
that:
1- Shows how the architect can benefit from modern construction techniques that have a functional
and aesthetic benefit.
2. Finding modern and contemporary design solutions and standards to keep pace with the present and
the future.
And the search objectives can be defined as follows:
 Identifying the quality of architectural integration of solar cells. And how to use them to
enhance, beauty in the form of the final architectural product.
 Studying the basic features that achieve architectural quality.
 Achieve a balance between the formal aesthetic aspect of the building and the energy required
from the cells.
Research Methods and Materials:
To achieve the goal of the research Inductive Methodology and Analytical Approach was following.
The study is divide into five parts:
1. Reviewing the concept of solar cells and the quality of architectural integration.
2. Identifying aspects of integration to achieve quality.
3. Conclusion the most important elements required to achieve the manifestations of integration.
4. Conducting an analytical study of global models in which photovoltaic cells are integrating
with the building.
5. Application of the study on buildings in the city of Lattakia.
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1- Photovoltaic cells and aspects of building integration
The solar cell or photovoltaic cell (PV) is a device that converts photovoltaic energy into electrical
energy. And designed to be a modular unit to be mounted in buildings. The term “Building-Integrated
Photovoltaic Cell" (BIPV) refers to photovoltaic products that are integral parts of the building
envelope
Emphasis has placed on functional and structural aspects of structure. The integration of solar cells
with elements of the building is a new and important step in the architectural design of the building. It
is important to emphasize that all these aspects are interlink in each project. There is a need to
prioritize and balance these issues to achieve successful structural integration.
2- The quality of architectural integration
The integration of photovoltaic cells and solar complexes STC is influence by certain criteria to
achieve quality in the process. There is a number of architectural issues have to consider during the
integration of these systems into buildings. The most important aspects that play an important role to
achieve the quality of architectural integration are
A- Functional appearance B - Structural
appearance C- Aesthetic appearance
The quality of architectural integration of PV and solar complexes can therefore be defined as a result
of the exact and simultaneous integration within the functional, structural and aesthetic (architectural)
function. [2]
A. The Functional Appearance of architectural integration
Multi functionality is consider the architectural feature important for integration. It should integrate
PV, solar thermal complexes to buildings such as those that perform multiple functional elements,
which, in addition to the collection of solar energy should replace traditional materials of the cover of
the building. The solar element should be able to function as a cladding material for a traditional
building as follows:
- Protecting inside the building from various external factors such as rain, wind, noise and other
influences.
- Ensuring adequate insulation for both cold winter and hot summer.
- The integrated solar component is capable of regulating internal visual relations inside / outside and
achieving ventilation, daytime lighting and direct solar thermal gain.
- Be able to maintain the user's comfort even when reducing the use of non-renewable energy for
heating, cooling and lighting.
The non-transparent parts of the cladding in a building such as walls and surfaces protect the interior
from external factors, rain, wind, noise, heat, cold and other influences. These non-transparent parts
are structural / non-structural multi-layer systems that may include insulation. Insulation is usually use
in the outside layer of the building in very cold or very hot places to minimize loss or gain of
temperature inside the building. Transparent or shady parts such as windows, hallway, and glass
covers allow daytime lighting, natural ventilation and direct solar gain. And connects visually the
inside with the outside in addition to protective functions similar to those of the dark parts. These
transparent parts are also composed of moving components and systems such as shading systems to
regulate day-lighting, direct solar gain and even natural ventilation. [2] The safety of PVs and STC to
cover the building requires us to understand. Where transparent and non-transparent parts. Transparent
parts and the moving elements installed, and their compatibility in accordance with the material and
function. Solar thermal complexes often have less harmony with the transparent parts of the building
mainly because of the fact that their absorbents are not transparent. In the case of PV systems, they can
integrated into these transparent parts (Figure 1a).
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Figure (1) (a) Integration of PV as solar reflectors for shading; and (b) Integration of STC as a
balustrade for the balcony.
Source: http://www/esru.strath.ac.uk/, /
The Multi-layer structure of the flat plate collectors is suitable for the integration in the installation of
non-transparent parts of the envelope such as walls and surfaces. Insulation may become behind the
absorbent plate. Vacuum tubes were use as balcony railings (Figure 1B). Similarly, PV modules can
integrated (as a transparent surface or facade elements in a similar way to integrate elements of STC.
They provide better freedom according to their use as a multi-Functional element. [1]
B. Structural appearance of architectural integration
PV and STC systems can be integrated into buildings either by overlapping where these systems are
installed on an existing or by integrated building envelope where the system forms part of the
building's casing, figure (2), if it enhances the appearance of the building, it is called architectural
integration. In the integration of PV and solar thermal complexes into facades and surfaces, it is
important to consider the construction properties of the specific technology to integrate with the
specifics of the structural system it contains. This is to ensure that multi-function facade elements
meet all structural interface requirements. [3]

Figure (2) PV facade on a metal structure in front of the building facade
Credit: Author, source: http://www.sintef.no/
C. Aesthetic Appearance:
The aesthetic aspects are what people see and admire. Therefore, if the integration of PV and STC will
be common now and in the coming, days will be for an important reason; it is their ability to improve
the architectural expression of buildings. And till this takes shape, interconnected and tuned structure
of different architectural elements is considered necessary to achieve compositional and functional
requirements important to designing the visible parts such as the facade and the roof slope. Overall,
this look is often somewhat subjective and there are diverse opinions of people about this. These
differences in estimating the illustration in the judgment of architectural quality depend on the
specialized competence of the architects, showing the importance of using the skills of architects to
deal with aesthetic issues. [1]
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Figure (3) PV integration, is considered the official appearance. (C) Monte Rosa Hut، (D)
Novartis Building, Switzerland. Source: Klaudia Frakas
When the researcher compared the "integration" of PV and STC, she found that there is greater
flexibility in the integration of PV systems as multiple functional elements in the matt and transparent
parts of a building to improve its overall expression. This is mainly a result of the fact that PV
elements are of various shapes and sizes from a small cell to a large unit. The available color palette is
another advantage of using PV systems as architectural elements to improve architectural expression.
Unlike the first generation PV, the availability of thin chips and non-crystalline systems made things
easy for architects because these systems can used in any external part of a building, regardless of the
direction and angle of the sun.
PV also offers a wide range of flexibility in integration with regard to the aesthetic appearance of
architecture. In Monte Rosa in Switzerland, the shape of the building was for optimization of the angle
of the sun on the PV facade (Figure 3C). In the case of Novartis Building, Basel, Switzerland, PV
modules were laminated on a transparent curved glass surface to reduce direct solar heat and maintain
the architectural concept of the design (Figure 3D).
3- Global Model Analysis:
1-3 -. Reinforced Concrete Structures: The researcher will study some built-in solar cells with PVs
through three models of cells.
1-1-3. Mono-crystalline Cells
* The Building: EWE Arena, Oldenburg, Germany.
Function: A multi-purpose sports hall. The use of PV: A shading system rotating 200°200 ° around the
outside of the structure according to the position of the sun. It covers a 60° section of ring-shaped
structure (4). [4]

Figure (4): EWE Arena, Oldenburg, Germany.
Source: http://www.iea-shc.org/
* The Building: Kyusyu, Japan. Figure (5):
Function: national museum.
The use of PV: Cladding material for the encapsulation of the outer surface.
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Figure (5) Kyusyu Museum in Dazayevo-Fukuoka,
Source: www.solar.integrateing.com
* The Building: Solar Ark, Japan. Figure (6):
Function: Museum of Solar Energy
PV use: Cladding material for the encapsulation of the outer surface.

Figure (6) Solar Ark Building Ohmori, Japan,
Source: www.solar.integrateing.com
3-1-2. Mono-crystalline Cells:
* The Building: Optic Centre, UK
Function: Center for Research and Development.
The use of PV: Cladding material for the encapsulation of the entire outer surface of the southern
façade at inclination of 70° from the horizontal plane. Figure (7):

Figure (7) Light Center in the UK
Source: www.solar.integrateing.com
3-1-3. Thin-film cells
* The Building: EWE Arena, Oldenburg, Germany.
Function: Cultural Center.
The use of PV: transparent PV units create good shading while maintaining a view. Figure (8).
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Figure (8) Cultural center in Milbertshofen Germany
Source: www.enginsolar.com
3-2. Steel structure: The second category of cases is steel-structure buildings. The cases of this
classification,
In addition to obtaining the same steel structure, have column and beam units. This property has led to
a more harmonious structural component of the solar panels that can see in the façade and the form of
PV units.
3-2-1. Mono-crystalline Cells
The building Zero-Energy Building Spain.
Function: “Zero Emissions” Office Building
The use of PV: Cladding material for the outer facades if the building and the roof. Figure (9) [5].

Figure (9) Zero Energy Building Office Building in Spain
Source: www.enginsolar.com
3-2-2. Multi-crystalline Cells
The Building: Children Museum, Rome
Function: Children’s Museum
The use of PV: In the surface and the facade is irregular with special low-reflective glass panels,
designed to regulate the origin of the surface. The photovoltaic structure contains three artificial
skylights to transform the integral part of the hall. Figure (10). [6]

Figure (10) Children’s Museum, Rome, Italy
Source: www.enginsolar.com
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3-2-3. Thin-chip cells
The Building: Tourist Information center in Germany
Function: Tourist Information Center.
The use of PV: Fixed shading of the southern facade and upper shading of the glazed hall surface.
Figure (11).

Figure (11). Tourist Information Centr in Hameln, Germany
Source: www.enginsolar.com
3-3. Wood and stone installations: The third set of structural classification contains two topics. The
first is rooted in the natural material of origin such as wood. This type of origin, in addition to
reducing the negative impact of the origin, has more features that are natural; thus, the integration of
PV may have two different appearances that produce healthy energy, prevent damage and the second
use of simple stone structures of solar panels, often built on carrier walls. Thus, the beams should be
loaded directly into the walls to convert to foundations.
3-3-1. Mono-crystalline Cells
The Building: Passive House in Germany.
Function: Family apartment buildings.
The use of PV: Cladding materials of residential buildings (2)
The Building: Academy Mont-Cenis in Germany.
Function: Public corporation.
The use of PV: Cladding material for the surface and helps in shading. Figure (13). [7]

Figure (12): stone Passive House, Emmendingen, Germany.
Source: www.enginsolar.com

Figure (13): wood Akademie Mont-Cenis, Herne, Germany
Source: http://www.m9-architekten.at/
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3-3-2. Multi-crystalline Cells
 * The Building: Social Housing in France.
Function: Public housing.
The use of PV: The integration of PV with solar condensers, water protection and sun shading (figure
14)

Figure (14): stone Social Housing Moyrand Grenoble, France
Source: www.enginsolar.com
4-Discussion and Results: After mentioning the case studies information, we need to achieve the
goal to classify them so that we can compare in a more clear way. All three cases are schedule in three
different tables, depending on the structural system. To understand the similarities and differences
among the PV models themselves, the researcher classified the cases into subcategories with respect to
solar panels. Each table belongs to a single structural character and the cases are classifies based on
three types of PVs: Monocrystalline cells, multiple crystalline cells, and thin-chip cells. The following
three tables summarize the integration strategies of solar panels in functional, structural and aesthetic
aspects. [8]
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4-1- Methods of Integrating Reinforced Concrete Structure
Table (1) Summary of the integration method used for the reinforced concrete structure (the
source: the Researcher)
Reinforced

Mono-crystalline Cells

Multi-crystalline Cells

Thin-chip cells

The Optic Centre

Kulturhaus

Concrete
Structures:

Ewe Arena

Kyusyu National

Solar ark

Architectural aesthetic appearance

Milbertshofen

Harmonization

Harmony with the

A smooth glass facade

Harmony with the curved

Harmonizing the shape of the

with the curved

curved surface

with solar panels

surface and suitable

good units with the

surface and

and blue color

consistent in color and

dimensions for solar

architectural form and

colors consistent

consistent with

suitable for the surface of

panels with the curved

choosing transparent panels

with concrete

the cladding

the facade and its

facade

to achieve harmony with the

color and

material and

dimensions are in

It gave a good view of

colors of the facade

appropriate

selection of

harmony with the

the concrete facade

dimensions of

suitable

dimensions of the units of

solar panels with

dimensions

the cladding material of

elements of

consistent with

the concrete structure

coverage of the

the dimensions of

curved facade

the cladding

The Functional Appearance

elements

The energy

The solar panels

Solar panels played an

Solar panels are the main

The solar panels formed part

panels replaced

formed the

important role in the

cladding element of the

of the cladding material of the

the cladding

cladding element

cladding material and

facades and the surface

façade and helped the natural

element in a part

in the facades and

thermal insulation in

and have worked to

lighting because of its

of the building's

the roof and

addition to the lighting

protect the building and

transparency

casing and helped

performed the

and ventilation of the

isolate it from external

insulation and

insulation and

building for the

influences

protection of the

transparency

transparent elements

building from the

function

outside

The Structural Appearance

The quality of architectural integration

Museum

A fully glazed

Concrete glazed

Concrete structure

Concrete structure

Concrete structure covered

concrete

structure and the

covered with the cladding

covered fully with the

with the cladding material of

structure, in

surface is covered

material of Alcobond that

solar panels that is

Alcobond that is consistent

addition to the

with the cladding

is consistent with the

consistent with the

with the glass of the facade

concrete

material of

curved surface

curved surface

protrusions that

Alcobond that is

helped shading

consistent with
the curved surface
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4-2-Methods of Integration of Steel Structure
Table (2) Summary of the method of integration used for steel structures (the Source: the
Researcher)
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Mono-crystalline Cells

Multi-crystalline Cells

Thin-chip cells

Acciona Solar Building

Children Museum

Tourist Informati

A glass facade with solar panels

Invisible solar panels on the

Harmonizing the good shape of

consistent in color and suitable for

roof and solar umbrellas are

units with the architectural form

the surface of the facade and its

consistent with the building's

and choosing transparent panels

dimensions are in harmony with

facades

to achieve harmony with the

the dimensions of the units of the

colors of the facade

cladding material of the steel

Appearance

.

structure

The solar panels formed part of the

The energy panels replaced the

The solar panels formed part of

cladding material of the façade and

cladding element in a part of

the cladding material of the

helped the natural lighting because

the building's roof and helped

façade and helped in shading

of its transparency

in shading and insulation

and insulation

A metal structure that is

A metal structure covered with

A metal structure consistent with

compatible with solar modules and

the cladding material of

solar modules and solar cell

metal bars between them

Alcobond that is consistent

umbrellas mounted on a metal

with the solar cells and solar

structure

power umbrellas
Aspect

The aesthetic architectural appearance
The Functional
The Structural Appearance

The quality of architectural integration

Steel Structure
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4-3-Methods of integration of stone and clay structure
Table (3) Summary of the method of integration used for stone and architectural structure
(Source: the Researcher)
Stone and

Mono-crystalline Cells

Multi-crystalline Cells

wooden
Passive House

Akademie Mont-

Kuppenheim,

Social Housing Moyrand

structure

The Functional Appearance
The Structural Appearance

The quality of architectural integration

architectural appearance

The aesthetic

Cenis, Herne

There is a contrast

The harmony of solar

There is a contrast

There is a contrast between

between the cladding

panels with glass in the

between the cladding

the cladding material and the

material and the solar

facades and the surface

material and the solar

solar cells covering the

cells covering the roof

is invisible

cells covering the

umbrella and the variation in

umbrella

color as well

of the building
The energy panels

The solar panels

The panels of energy

The energy panels helped in

replaced the cladding

formed part of the

helped in shading as

shading as they served as

element in the surface

cladding material of the

they served as

umbrellas at the end of the

façade and helped the

umbrellas above the

building

natural lighting because

windows

of its transparency
the beams on the

A grid of wooden

A metal structure

A metal structure attached to

surface are supported on

rafters forms a

attached to the stone

the stone wall to carry the

the stone structure and

framework for solar

wall to carry the

umbrella on which the solar

are fitted with solar

panels installed on it

umbrella covered with

panels are installed

panels

solar panels
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Results: After analyzing and comparing examples of the quality of architectural integration in
concrete, steel, stone and wooden buildings, we note that the most integrated buildings and the
architectural quality of the integration through the architectural, functional and structural appearance
are the steel buildings that have columns and beans. This property has led to a more harmonious
structural component of the solar panels, which can see in the façade and form of the units of PV,
followed by concrete, wood and stone, and thus we can deduce the most important elements of the
quality of architectural integration in the building:
1- Harmonizing the size of the solar panels with the size of the cladding material of the building
2- Color compatibility of cladding and construction elements with the color of solar panels
3- The use of solar panels in cladding to replace traditional cladding materials
4- The building structure is consistent with the structure of the panels in the building to be a
single part
5- The Application Part:
Since there are no buildings using solar cells to generate electricity in the city of Lattakia. Except the
solar cells placed on the roofs for heating the water. The researcher conducted a simple experiment on
existing buildings, and replaced some of cladding materials in the facade with solar cells to serve the
dual purpose of the generation of electricity and a cladding material in addition to the general form
that they add to the building and then studying the three aspects of the achievement of architectural
quality.
 Metal Buildings: Orange Mall in Lattakia:
The building consists of three floors and is open from the four facades and the facades are cover with
glass and alcoubond.
The glass will replaced on the western facade by transparent solar cells to generate electricity, and to
serve the window function as it is also transparent and passes the light. The units of the alcoulbond
have replaced by non-transparent solar cells to generate electricity and, in addition, an interface
cladding material. The researcher then assessed the architectural, functional and structural appearance
according to the table:
Table (4) an analytical study of the quality of architectural integration of cells in the Orange
Mall in Lattakia
The quality of Mono-crystalline Cells:
integration
The
There is no difference between the usual material and the solar cells, which
architectural
covering the roof of the building .where we observe harmony as the solar cells
appearance
replaced the windows and took their form completely. and replacing parts of the
alcoubond with solar cells increased the harmony in the architectural appearance
and form of the building
The Functional The translucent solar cells replaced the windows, and helped to introduce natural
Appearance
light and visibility through their translucency. Non-transparent cells replaced the
facade's cladding material in addition to generating electricity.
Structural
The solar cells were installed on a metal structure to give metal facades
appearance
compatible with the exterior of the building
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Figure (14) : Interface integration of solar cells as a multi-functional cladding component
(Lattakia - Commercial Mall). Source: Researcher)
 Stone buildings: Commercial Building - Offices in Baghdad Street in Lattakia:
The building consists of twelve floors of which the first three floors are commercial and the rest are
offices. The building is open from the four sides and was cover in white stone and glass facades. We
will replace the glass surfaces in the western façade with translucent solar cells that will pass the light
inward and benefit from daylight, while reducing the annoying glare and to benefiting from electricity
generation. Then we will evaluate the architectural, functional and structural appearance according to
the schedule:
Table( 5) shows an analytical study of the quality of architectural integration of cells in an
apartment building in Baghdad Street, Lattakia
The quality of
Mono-crystalline Cells:
integration
The architectural There is no difference between the usual material and the solar cells, which
appearance
covering the roof of the building .where we observe harmony as the solar cells
replaced the windows and took their form completely.
The Functional
The translucent solar cells replaced the windows, and helped to introduce
Appearance
natural light and visibility through their translucency in addition to generating
electricity.
Structural
The solar cells were installed on a metal structure to give metal facades
appearance
compatible with the exterior of the facade
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Figure (14) : Interface integration of solar cells as a multi-functional coverage component
(Lattakia - office building). Source: Researcher)
Conclusions and recommendations
1- Solar cells are architectural elements that influence the design of the building and produce
energy-generating buildings.
2- Adopting the thought of energy-generating architecture as an introduction to architectural
design that aims to achieve self-sufficiency of energy and reflects the spirit of modern times
and technology.
3- The specifications, shape and color of the solar system have a significant impact on the
architectural design of the building.
4- To achieve the quality of architectural integration of solar cells with the building the three
aspects must be achieved:
Functional, structural and aesthetic.
Taking into account optimal routing of cells to achieve maximum efficiency.
Recommendations:
Recommendations for Municipalities:
 Development of the construction control to suit the needs of humans and advanced
technologies to avoid visual distortion resulting from the violation.
 Issuing laws and plans that support contemporary technology (solar cells) to give aesthetic
character and functional and economical solution.
Recommendations for institutions and associations:
 Make the alternative energy (solar energy) an essential part of the municipal system.
 Organizing conferences, seminars and campaigns to raise awareness of the importance of solar
energy as a design and aesthetic element (and the use of alternative energies).
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Recommendations for citizens:
 Developing awareness programs to clarify the importance of solar energy among citizens.
 Creating small funding programs to encourage citizens to install solar energy systems.
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